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INTRODUCTION
Purnose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to report the results obtain-
ed from a student evaluation of the services offered at the Kan-
sas State Counseling Bureau. The Counseling Bureau was first
organized as a college service in July, 19U5. During the past
five years the Bureau has grown and expanded in services and
personnel and has become an integral part of the ooller© program
offered at Kansas State College. Evidences of the growth are
apparent in the vastly increased orientation testing program,
the in-service faoulty advisor training system, the offering
of study and reading clinics and training of counselors, in addi-
tion to the individual counseling services. Muoh of the counsel-
ing service was initially used in conjunction with the Veterans
Administration advisement program* As veteran enrollment has
dropped, the required advisament service has decreased. However,
there is now a much more general use of the Bureau services
by the student body, veteran and nonveteran, as attested by
the fact that approximately $0 percent of the June, 1950 grad-
uates had used the service at soma time.
The existence of a college service such as the Kansas
State Counseling Bureau is a relatively new feature of modern
education. As with other nonacaderaic offerings in a college,
such as the health service, it has grown out of a definite
need on the part of the students. The present education sys-
tem of the United States emphasizes education of the total in-
dividual and preparation for a happy and useful life, with the
utmost benefits possible to the individual and his society.
Educating and preparing the total individual includes a many
sided college program. In addition to classes and grades and
credits which educate in the traditional sense, colleges offer
the Individual the opportunity to grow in physical, social and
emotional maturity. Since most class work is primarily pre-
paratory, and most jobs are learned "on the job", the worth of
the nonacademic college program is obviously important. The
student is housed, his physical health cared for, opportunities
are provided for physical and social development. A counsel-
ing program offers an opportunity for a realistic self-
evaluation and progress toward a life goal in keeping with the
individual's abilities and interests. Through group testing,
the student's aptitudes, abilities and interests are measured.
Through a trained faculty advisor the student may learn of these
objective measures and be helped to make the best possible use
of them in his school career and in future rlanning. In this
general way, the Bureau works with the entire student body.
To the student who has failed to choose the best curriculum,
to the low or high ability student who has academic problems,
to the student with personal problems he is unable to work out
by himself, and to the student who is undecided about his
vocation, the Bureau can offer individual help by well-trained
counselors.
In meeting these needs, an effectively functioning coun-
seling staff becomes pert of s pro ram of education for living*
The primary goal of the counselor is to help students become well*
adjusted in personal, social end vocational relationships. In
speaking of the need of a well integrated education for a well
adjusted person, Leonard and :;nrioh (10) say.
In our society education becomes meaningless unless
it contributes to the i.-nprovement of the conditions that
influence the hapciness enu development of men and to
men' a ability to ooatrol an« direct the forces which con-
trol them*
An undertaking such as this evaluation meets the problems
common to any measurement of human activity. An evaluation may
be mads in terms of counselor opinion of the success of counsel-
in , by means of the student* a academic success, by his job sat-
isfaction and in other ways as discussed below. In Education
for What is Heal Kelly (9) has said,
The most important evaluation in such a school would
be precisely the one made by the student himself, who
undertakes, experiences faulty action and contrives better.
Test in matters which really make a difference.
In agreement with this philosophy, this study is an evalu-
ation by the students who have participated in the Bureau's
program, since they are the most directly concerned and thus
best able to judge and evaluate*
The Bead for Study
There ere many problems involved in the evaluation of a
uniquely personal situation such as counseling* They fall into
that olesa of educational and psycholo leal measurement which has
bean wall deacribod by 8rown{3)» He says,
In general, l»vo come to the conclusion (there are
exceptions of oourso) that the ease and accuracy with which
any educational outcome is measured is In dlreoi proportion
to Its unimportance, The more important things tend to be
beneath the surface, too doep to be picked up readily on
the hooka of a question, and that measurement la usually In-
volved in questlonl: ig whether dlreot or indirect.
With the growth of guidance and counseling programs there
have bean discussions of the need for follow up and evaluation,
but the work which has been done is limited. Emphasis has been
placed upon theorotioal formulations, methods, requirements fo
the counselor, etc. Counseling services are offered in rsost col-
lage* end universities, in many high schools, and the Veterans
Administration h&s conducted a large scale advising program. It
is perhaps partly this rapid growth of methods, teohnios, schools
of therapy, testing procedures and the whole concept of organized
counseling, pin* the difficulty of evaluation which has prevented
more serious self examination on the part of counseling staffs.
Those who are counseling students may well ask if their methods
are successful. Is the staff adequate in number and training and
ara the counselors eocepted by the student*? Docs ihe student
feel that this is a pltoe where he can receive personal help? It
is most important to know whether or not the student who ha* been
counseled feels tb*?t it was a worthwhile and benefioiel experience.
-J The conclusions from a study of this sort can be used as an
indication of how effectively the organization has functioned in
the past J but more important, they may be useful in discovering
areas of weakness, correcting major errors and in general, in set*
ting up the type of organisation which the students find best
suits their needs*
Related Research
Evaluation studies of counseling include several types of
research varying in extent from the very complete clinical follow-
ups possible to workers in private clinics and necessarily
limited to small numbers of subjects, to those studios which,
while using a large group, deal merely in statistical analyses
of number counseled, scholastic achievements, etc* The type
of study may vary also with the type of counseling; i* e«, voc-
ational or educational*
In a discussion of evaluation studies, Kuench (12) points
out that in many experiments there is questionable validity in
the criteria uaed in deciding what case has been successful* He
questions either the counselor* s or the client *s statement of
success, and uses instead several personality tests adminis-
tered before and after treatment* In a study of 12 cases of
personality maladjustment which were counseled by non-directive
therapists, the Rorschach, the Kent Koaanoff Free Association
Test and the Bell Adjustment Inventory were administered* These
objectively soored tests showed signs of better personality
organisation and adjustment and agreed well with the counselors*
classification of the success of treatment*
A similar study by Carr (U) employed qualitative and
quantitative scoring of Rorschach teats and retesta for nine
counseled cases. The tests wore analysed for evidences of change
following; therapy. The casos were also evaluated by the
counselor for his rating on the degree of adjustment obtained*
Although the counselors* ratings Indicated improvement in six
oases the test showed no reliable or consistent changes apparent
following therapy.
In a study of college students, Combs (5) used before and
after administration of the Bemreutsr personality test, soores
on colle -e aptitude tests, failing and passing grades and a
physical fitness index* In ell measures there was Improvement
following counseling, but especially in the Bernreuter and
eictl fitness index*
Baruch (2) used self evaluation and instructors 1 ratings
es criteria of personal adjustment following counseling* She
reports that 8£ percent of the students report improvement and
that the instructors rated 87 percent as Improved in personal
adjustment*
An evaluation of counseling in the Veterans Administration
program was reported by Lipkin (11). Thirty-seven of Ms clients,
after completing counseling, reported their feelings toward the
counseling they had received* They were askad to write om
(one), what seamed to be the story before they came in, (two),
what seemed to go on during their visits to the counselor,
and (three), now things looked to them at the close of counsel-
ing* In addition to much valuable Information about how the
oounselee reacts to the process of counseling, a favorable
•valuation was received from thirty-five of the thirty-aeven
subjects, indicating that the therapy they had reoeived had bean
helpful to thesu
A study by Stone and Simos (17) reports and evaluation
Made by employment office applicant* who were given vocational
te3ta and then counseled before making a choice of vocation*
The subjects were followed-up by letter. There was a very
favorable response indicating that in general, the information
they had reoeived from the testing and counseling had aided
them in getting end liking their Jobs.
A rather extensive study of a college counseling program
was performed at Maw York University by Toven (19)* They studied
376 students during their four years in collage* Of this group*
188 reoeived systematic counseling by faculty advisors, while
186 did not have formal counseling* Since these students were
counseled by faculty adviaors and the interview* wera required,
this study Is more nrc* orly placed in general guidance atudies
than in counseling* However, the value of such a program la
wall illuatrated in the final record of the counaeled grou- .
Although matched with the noncounaeled group for scholastic
sptitude and other measures, the counseled group demonstrated
that counseling may be associated with persistence in college,
is effective in helping students avoid academic difficulties
and that counseled students had significantly higher grede-
polnt averages*
Barnette (1) reports a study of 890 counseled veterans
who used the service* of the Vocational Service Center of New
York City* Their advisement was in conjunction with the Veterens
Administration program* The follow-uw was to determine what
use these clients had made or their vocational plans mads
during their counseling interviews* It was found that 52 percent
began the advised training and were pursuing it at the time
of the study* 19 percent had never begun training toward the
advised objeotivo, 10 percent began training but dropped it and
9 percent had completed the advised training* A high percentage
of all respondents reported satisfaction with their present
Halm i
Williamson and Sordln (21) have performed a study using a
control group but employing a method which attempta to overooas?
the difficulty of comparing counseled and non-counseled students.
The evaluation was based on Judgment of counselors aa to how
the case fit into a five category adjustment scale. In the
final experimental group, the judges concluded that 83 peroent
of the students "improved In their educational and vocational
adjustments , presumably as a result of their clinical counsel*
ing*. The experiment wea designed to oompare the group with
a non-counseled group carefully selected to correspond in scho-
lastic aptitude* degree of cooperation and degree of initial ad-
justment* The experiment indicates that counseled students
were more likely to be better adjusted than the non-counseled
and were markedly more likely to make better grades*
All studies of evaluation express the need for more sdequate
criteria of success of counseling* Froehlich (3) reports th*
9methods used In an evaluation study which bated the success of
counseling upon composite orite ia. The study was basod on 279
clients from a group of 7U0, all of whom had used the counseling
service of the State Consultation Service at Richmond, Virginia,
This group, a 37»7 peroent saisplo, was interviewed and rated on
the basis of four oriterle: occupational adjustment, personal
adjustment, attitude toward counseling and chenres in occupa-
tional or eduoational status • This study was a description of
methodology and did not include findings,
The lack of study in the evaluation field, nlus the leek of
a really good evaluation technique has been reported by William-
son, and Bordin (20). In a paper emphasising the need for more
scientific experiments and a greater number of experiments in
the evaluation field, they have summeri&ed the assumptions,
criteria, methods of measurement and experimental designs in-
volved in evaluation of educational snd vocational counseling*
They find that the attitude of personnel workers may be
classed as follows j those who believe the worth of counseling
is self-evident, those who believe such a personal process can-
not be evaluated, and those who believe in the possibility ^nd
necessity of evaluation studies. The latter have taken one of
three approaches j the statistical approach, which uses quanti-
fiable data such as grades, wages earned, etc,; the non-statis-
tical detailed case study method? the use of objective criteria
combined by means of impertial Judgment rather than with statis-
tical assumptions.
xo
Williamaon and Bor-dln aiscuas further the specific oritaria
•ad aaauraptiona uaed in different evaluation atudiea. Speoific
experimental designs are discusaed and criticized. Thcae include
•xperlaenta baaed on academic achievement, educational and voca-
tional choioea, cooperation with the counselor, atudent satisfac-
tion, aucoeaa on the Job, quality of caae work, preaiotive effi-
ciency and composite criteria. The eummary and concluaions ares
1. All available methods of evaluation have weaknesses*
2* Composite criteria which avoid arithmetic combina-
tion of the part-criteria which are at prcaent leaat open
to queatlon, although a till being crude measures*
3* The problem of securing sufficient data without
doing violence to the concept and practice of counseling
la a real one* Involved alao are the inadequacy and in-
completeness of moat available caae reco ds*
U* The proper time interval to use for evaluation la
extremely important because of the poaaible rolationahipe
bet een the intervention of confusing factora and the
length of time between counseling ami evaluation,
5* The raethoda uaed for validation of diagnostic and
prognoatio tools <e»g»# teata) may not be arrolicable be-
oauae of the unlqueneaa of each counaeling situation.
Stated another way, the raethoda of studying students in
general may not be applied to the study of individual
atudenta with particular problems*
6. An impediment to more exact evaluation la the in-
ability to control conditions for an adequate teat of
counseling recommendations* (20, p* U?l)*
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PLA8 OP SUB STUD*
Procedure
This evaluation study was conducted by meens of a question-
naire sent to students who had formerly used the services of the
Counseling Bureau. The ;:oal of the atudy was to obtain their
evaluation of how adequately they had been nerved by the Bureau.
The single criterion used In this evaluation waa the student a*
satisfaction or disaatiafaction, lio cheok such as a counselor's
rating waa employed. The use of the criterion of student aetia-
faction haa been criticized by Williamson ana Bordln (20). They
state that atudent satlafaction raay actually conceal real die-
aatiafection by rationalization, that it may be a reflection of
dissatisfaction In eoaao other eros, end stay be because of a de-
sire to please the; counselor. The letter would a^r>ly to direct
questioning of a atudent but hardly to an unsigned questionnaire
of this type where it was possible to expruaa diaaatisfmotion
and reaentment without beinir checked on or penalised. One sug»
gcstlon they stake in tea tin; - student satisfaction Is the testing
of the attitude toward the school end educational training end
the attitude toward the oounselor. in this study, an attest
has been made to secure this attitude by means of questions on
eaoh of those points. Bow mioh anawera Iven in this question-
naira ware the result of rationalisation or were influenced by
other fvotora la en uncontrollable area cossnon to any atudy in
th* e ciel sciences. The aailtlple factors entering into the
asking of an individual's ect, decision or opinion and attitude
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are not easily stuui , Student satisfaction is certainly a
less objective measure than t-st-retest, grade-point averages
or wages earned; and it ia a leaa satisfactory moeaur© than
those possible when using a composite criteria. However, where
it is impossible to use many raethoda and still study a signifi-
cantly large group it seems best to use a measure which is most
directly in line with the purpose or goal of the process which
is being studied*
The goal of counseling, according to Robinson (13) is to
increase the client »s feeling of personal adjustment and his
effectiveness within his environment end his society. The
criterion of student satisfaction has been used because although
there are many objections, it was felt that personal evaluation
was necessary to study changes effected in a very personal sit-
nation. Resetroh shows that improved changes in attitude toward
one's self and others, are *;coompanied by improvement in per-
sonal behavior, thus supporting the student's ability to evalu-
ate validly. The value of the counseling experience is best
known to the person, who, having sought help with a troubling
situation h£.s otten so'>?e type of service, The individual is
assumed able to gauge his own improvement, or at least that im-
provement which cask s a difference to him. Snygg and Combs (16),
in considering this problem si ate,
If we are to deal effectively with behavior we must
consider what our students think of themselves. Indeed
we must. If our aesuraptlons are correct, frankly assume
the responsibility for helping our students to perceive
themselves in ways that will be more satisfactory to
them and, through the resulting behavior, to others.
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The importance of the atudent*s self concept end personal
•valuation eeema to be a primary factor in hia suooeaa and hap-y
adjustment. Whet no thinka of himself ie the most important fac-
tor, further substantiating the validity of a personal evaluation
of any change which haa taken place . The fallacy of judging per*
aonal adjustment from auT«rflcial aifrna is well known in observ-
ing prominent atudent leaders on campus. Although attractive,
popular, Intelligent and by all outward eigne very aucoeaaful
and happy, raany of theee students tell a different story of
their own belief in themaelvee and their happineee* Coaba (6)
places little weight on external evaluation eayingi
Almost any psychotherapist has among his clients
any individuals who from en external point of view
seem to be living satisfactory Uvea* There may even
be aome who feel a noed of therapy themeelvea, although
they are described by other people as "remarkably well
adjusted* and may, even be pointed out to our youth as
notable examples, worthy of emulation* Yet these same
people often reveal themselves in the therapy sessions
to be deeply threatened and unhappy* It mattere little
what thlnra look like to others The crucial factor is
the individual* s own perception of threat to his conoept
of eelf. Know! v^ that other people think he la un~
threatened does not produce leas threat for the Individ*
ual. It merely proves how little other people really
understand him*
Thie and other theoretical formulations support the uses
of student satisfaction as a valid criterion.
xu
Objectives
The paoiflo objectives of the study |
1« To ootain la aaX student opinion of how act.
the Bureau had served thea«
. To determine how satisfied the students were with the
counseling they had received.
?. To determine areas in whl kt believed he
. been help- d«
t^. To del ermine areaa in which the stuoont fult dissatis-
fied with the counseling procecursi of this Bureau.
5* To determine how well the counseling relationship was
established*
6. To cot o tho source from which tho stuuent had
learned of the Counseling Sure; u, nd why lie had sou ht help ,
from this ser
7. To determine student opinion or the offeet which
oounsell on his nersonal behavior j-nd ^liiis, his success
and happiness*
3. To obtain suggestions for iraprovi,mfcnt of tho counsel-
ing aervlct .
9. To obtain a generali. d picture of s;u<ient opinion of
tho Counselinc ?>ure.eu.
This study -.oos not attempt to:
1. Watch questionnaire returns with th< student counseled*
Ho identification was used on the blanks* Thus there was no
attempt to compare the etueent'o satisfaction with a counselors
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opinion of success of si as. Also, there was no attempt to
rate the- counselor* individually uitfc ..: faints whon they
bad counseled.
2. Determine whether or not arccifio decision* aada uur-
counselin-, wore followed*
% p|nd o it the effect which counseling bad hod upon such
specific measures es success in school, wages earned, etc*
. Lialt the "tyr^e" of coun. ; !• e*, vo .etlonal,
personal, educational*
In order to achieve these objt.otivaa the .ollowia| procedure
was followed* A tentative questionnaire was oonetruoted. A
trial of this questionnaire MM made using tan stuuenta who
had been counseled prior to September, 19^0* J ersonal letters
explaining the nature of the study were sent, requesting that
the student apw»ar at the Bureau* The trial questionnaires
were filled out enu the stuuenta were ask-, d for criticisms and
suf rastions. The final questionnaire waa based on uvislons
of the tentative questionnaire*
The subjects to be included in the final study ware chosan
from the Counseling Bureau client filee. Tht>se fllee include
the student's name, address* counselor &nd the appointment
dates for counseling* The students selected for this study
ware all of those who had three or more interviews with a coun-
selor*
The questionnaires were sent out on November 21, 1950 with
a letter explaining the nature of the study end nclosing *
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atcmped, aelf-aadraaaed envelope. The total number of question-
nairea sent to students no louder In school waa 33U# 1^0 were
sent to those atudenta atlll in college. This group waa aelaoted
from the Burtau files which ware started in September, 19U£t
Those atudenta who had had an initial appointment after September
1950 or who were atill having interviews with a counaelor at thia
date were not included in the study* The reaulta of the study
are baaed on returna received on or before December 20, 1950
•
In choosing the students who had three or more contacts,
with a counaelor* certain considerations wore employed, in addi-
tion to the practical laposaibility of uaing a 100 percent earn-
pie. Thia selection of a senile group waa baaed primarily on
the fact that counaeling usually require more tima than ia
possible in one or two contacts.
Many one oontaot oasea are sessions involving only the
interpretation of test scores token during orientstion weak,
requests for change of curriculum (neoeaaary for studenta
studying under the Veterana Administration), or interviewa
giving information. The two oontaot oaaea very frequently are
concerned with en initial interview which defines the area of
the student's concern. Testa are assigned and vocational and
educational information ia gMNMst The aooond interview in-
volved interpretation of the test results and planning* Alao
included in thia £roup of one or two interview oaaea are those
oaaea in which the student initiates but doea not continue
peraonal counseling*
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However, it should be recognised that one or two interviews
effect greet changes in personal adjustment} conversely,
some oases of long range therapy may be unsuccessful* It is
therefore unwise to restrict counseling in terms of the time
Involved* When an Individual has achieved an adjustment
satisfactory to himself and society with the help of counseling
this may be justifiable called a successfully counseled case*
Strang (18) substantiates this view point by showing that
even very brief interviews may bo helpful in providing the
relief of tension and negative feelings, giving timely information,
aid in looking at a problem obje tvely, and in general, simply
sharing a problem with aomeone better able to view it objective-
ly.
This would seem to hold true not only for problems involving
educational or vocational matters, but elso for those with
emotional problems* Snyder (15) gives an excellent example of
this in a case counseled by Axline, in which one interview
with a very emotionally disturbed client waa successful in
bringing about releaae of feeling, viewing of problems more
objectively, and planning for a better future*
It has been noted above that no attempt was made to divide
the sample) cases into '.types" of counseled cases* The di-
visions of vocational, educational and personality adjustment
counseling, while convenient, may be quite superficial* The
use of these divisions assumes that a dichotomy exists be-
tween an individual's personal adjustment and his satisfaction
with his school life or Job. Counsellor which helps en In-
dividual to adjust his plans for a more satisfactory job may
be termed personal counseling as correctly as that which deals
with a problem of more involved personality disorganisation.
The following case of a Kansas State graduate illustrates
the effect of a poor vocational ohoice on the total personality*
The client had graduated in home economics and had been teaching
school until the summer when she came to the Counseling Bureau*
She was unhappy about her teaching experience whioh had not
been successful , and oho had failed to get one teaching job
due to a poor reference* The counselor* s case notes indicate
that she was badly lacking in self-.-onfldonce and she reported
that she felt inadequate about almost everything
.
Following the first interview, the Strong Vocational Inter-
est Blank, the r-finnesota tfultiphealo Personality Inventory and
the California Occupational Interest Inventory were administer-
ed. The results of the personality inventory confirmed her
lack of self-confidence and depression with T-scores of plus
70 on the psychasthenic and depression soales* The Strong
interest test gave highest ratings in the fields of dootore
and dentists, artists and architects* She allowed Interests
neither similar nor dissimilar to those of teachers, but had
a low social uplift pattern* The California interest test
supported the indication the her highest interests lay in
scientific fields*
During the second counseling interview, vocations- such as
medical or X-ray technician, medical receptionist, clothing
merchandising and designing were discussed and explored* Dua
to the fact that aha had to leave Manhattan at this time, no
further counseling was possible, nor was a direct follow-up
made. However, the counselor who had talked with her later
(three years} received the following information which is taken
from the oase notes
t
Talked with an acquaintance of Kiss D* She is now
a medical technician and very happy aoout it. 'i'he par*
son giving report knew her before counseling and aaya
that definite ohan£ ea started takin ; rlnce inanediately
after* Says she is a "different person" now—self con-
fident, happy and in good health*
The final form of the questionnaire contained three var-
ieties of questions* The first group consisted of 11 statements
which were descriptions of the effects of counseling, comments
on the counselor and counseling process and how the student
now felt about the value of counseling for himself and others*
The student wss to show how these statements applied in his
situation by encircling Y for "yes", H for "no*1 or t when in
doubt*
The second group of questions consisted of five sentence
completion or "open ended" questions* These questions were
used in order to get information which, while not readily
quantifiable, is the most valuable type, since it ;-ives opinions
and reasons which are individual and are not easily reached by
the more usual tyoe of question* These questions sought in-
formation about the student *s reason for coming to the Bureau,
his opinion, what he believed to be general student opinion
of the Bureau, and suggestions for improvement in the service*
20
The third group of questions consisted of itoras whers
definite oatsgorlee were known to exiatj thus, * eheok li»t
was practical. Here faotual data, such aa the eouroe froa
which the student had learned of the Durcau, could be obtain-
ed! and the attitude of the oounaelor, degree of understanding
and couBSunication could be learned*
Cains the three types of queaUona, the following amjor
areas were evaluated! the effect of counseling, area of adjust-
ment, establishment of rapport, underatanding and heir received,
"reason" for coming, opinion of the Bureau, opinion of worth
of counseling for self and otUera, sustentions for improvements.
21
nmima
The returned questionnaires upon which these finding* ere
based comprise a total percentage of U?.39 of those delivered
to the post office addresses available in college records.
The out-of-school groim included 33U questionnaire. 27 were
returned by the post office because of changed address , un-
known, etc., reducing the out of school sample to 307. The
following table gives the group and total numbers and percent-
ages.
Table 1. Percentages of returned questionnaires,
",:". !.,', r ,„/, ' '. :„! .'h.,:,x*a
Ik>. sent rfo. ret 'a perocnt
out of school ytf
* ' Y
—ni 3OT
In school 120 69 57.50
Total kS2 m k^2
The findings of this study are presented in divisions ac-
cording to the three groups of questions. Answers to the first
group of questions are in Table 2* $ andewera to the second group
of questions are in Table 3»# and answers to the third group
of questions are in Table ty.
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The third ; roup f uestions were item* whioh the student
answered by cheokin?: the response appropriately describing hla
counseling experience. After each group of responses, apace
was provided for the student to write in an alternate response
if he wished to do so.
Of the ei?ht check list questions, the first provided more
written in responses than did any other. It was also a question
where isany replies indicated iiaproved adjustment with more than
one croup. The most frequently written in response was that
counseling helped the Individual to at alone better with him-
self, and this has been included in the above table. Included
among tho other written in responses were eight who said they
had not needed any help in this area or had never had any prob-
lems in inter-personal adjustments. Sight' others indicated
that counseling had not helped them in this type of adjustment.
Question tu nlBO produced a large number of written in
responses. Several students said that the counselor had merely
"read off and analysed test results*! others indicated thut the
counselor was "too passive", "too non-directive* or "seemed
confused". Ksny of the added responses showed that the student
had gained an ability to look objectively at his problems,
and learned to help himeelf. These responses emphasised the
need for the development of responsibility for their own de-
cisions as in the following! "f«lt 1 had to ,?et to the root
of tho trouble myself*, "help me figure out a r?lsn end helped
me see the hidden aspeets", and "one has to make one* a own de-
cisions".
Of the written in responses to qu stion ~, rive otuuonts
indicated dinsstisfoction, seyins '- LOT "let no
tell ny story, which wee insuxfi. iiy
advice, I wish he hed% and in general,
for ft aore supportive type of couns. .-..:
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*An analysis of dat ai-»ed by this mothcd does not lend
itself easily to significant statistical aiudy. The very na-
euro of individuality found in each student fta Hi stucent-
oounselor relationship aakes cross statistical studies of little
value, unless supported by individual oase studies* Therefore,
the data are discussed in terms of tildl Hdml questionnaires as
well cs for the two groups end for the total group*
Study of Individual uestionnairis
in order to get a clearer picture of individual reactions
to counseling it was necessary to study the quaetionnal:
singly* It wee possible to atfct rou^h gMNptagi of "positive'
5
or "tanittfi" evaluations by the use of the first four ques-
tions. These questions werei
1. With the help of counseling 1 2aade Important chances
in ay persons! behavior*
ft with th; help of counseling 1 made important chances
in ay personal plans.
"W 1 believe that counseling has helped ae to be happier
and/or more successful than I would have been without it*
. Counseling was of little or no benefit to m#
These questions were used in the grouping because they raoot
nearly approximate the question "Did ttHfflMalng help you?n
Table 2 shows that there w»* a greater difference in distribu-
tion of yoa # no end H enswi rs to these questions whan to the
remaining »9ven in the croup* Answering these questions seems
37
to have produced mora resistance than any other questions or
any ^roup. Thus, at is shown , I stadant ay freely admit
that ha has baan helped In tpaaifla areas of adjustment , that
the oounaclor haa be- n understanding end accepting that ba
would reooasaond and return for counseling? but hi will not easi-
ly say that ha haa been chan-ed or made ha-pier, or even that
ha was "counseled"
*
The moat positive end most negative, plus aoaia of the am-
bivalent questionnaires were separated anu analysed. The sep-
aration was based on the way In which the CirUt four questions
ware answered. Those who ans«erod "yea" to the first three
questions and "no" to the fourth ware consldored positivei thoaa
who answered "no" to the first three questions end "yes" to the
fourth were conaidereo negative* Also included are some which
were siablvalent but predotainatinaly positive or negative.
"Positive" Queationnairea
Of the 181 questionnaire's, fl$ or 13«8l percent anowerad
"yes" to the first thraa questions end "no" to the fourth.
Fifty-one, or t§*l6 percent indicated they had been happier
and/or more successful and that counseling had baan of sons
benefit to theta, but answered either the firat or the second
question with no or t.
In the first, strongly positive group, the following oaaa
give* a good general picture. This student answered "yes" to
all of the first 11 questions except the fourth. On the olieok
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list sheet* bo states Uju resell 1 his edjuetment with
familj, esjployers, socially MB ttionallyj fa* counselor
was fully understanding and really helped him to £©t to the root
of his rrobleosj that ha was help&d fee Ills own decisions
aad that l» would like to use the seme aervi c nd have the same
counselor* In ih. proup of sentence oompletlon question* ha
states that he eaae to the Counseling Bureau because "1 needed
help— rniee were very low ae coopered I * year before 1
sought advice'
1
• since leaving F.cnoaa State College he has "been
very successful- -hevo a gftttl job". When asked for suggestions
he replica*. "1 have no fOflgMtlacf but would like to suy that
(Counselor's name) helped me Jtod 1 m ell for the service and
1 think that he is tops* without his help I could not be hold-
lng the Job 1 am holding today*"
In thu sooond croup, which was positive but had some crit-
icisms end ambivalent feelings, the following case is typical,
a student questioned that he had made important !»§• in
personal behavior but was roeitive in the remaining questions.
in tho chook list, he indicates that counseling helped him to
get aion- better with friends and with himself* that he made a
better adjustment emotionally and educationally; that the counsel-
or was fully understanding and really helped hla to net to the
root of hla problems* helped him make decisions* and that he
would like to use the same aervice. In completing the sentences,
this student gives his reason for oor- tho Counseling
Bureau as one of undecided future* Since leaving Kansas State
yt
he has attained responsibility (a family) and a good Job, He
believe© that the general opinion of ofchar students is unfortu-
nately skeptical, but his own opinion is that the Bureau la
a
worthy service and ahould be publicised more.
The sugceetions for improvements in tho counseling serv»
ioe which this Positive group gave were principally for expan-
sion and increase of Bureau aorvicee, with en emphasis on c n-
taoting aore people, Several suggested corapulaory contacts
for Freshmen, The idea of earlier contacts was mentioned by
many who felt ambivalent toward the help they received. This
group also emphasised the need for better physical conditions
in the Bureau—«ore pleasant surroundings, privacy, etc., Mi
felt that more publicity was needed,
•Be 1. ' uestionn&irce
in the negative .roup, 18 or 9#9U percent of the total
saxaple answered "no" to tho firat three creations and "yes"
to the fourth. Ten others gave ambivalent, ut mostly un-
favorable responses, fhe stuay of these oasco, in u^ich the
students feel that they have not been helped is among the
^
most valuable information rotten from the study. The dis-
satisfied customers of a society may contribute much useful
information as to where their needs are not met, and in
locotin these sources of difficulty, which are often unaeen
by those conducting a service, the service may be improved*
In the analyals of these negative cases an attempt was
made to see what went wrong; to determine if the fault lay
Uo
with the Bureau, a specific counselor, a raiaunderatending or
what counseling is, or a student whoa 3onal attitude was
•uch that he oould not accept counsel.: .
Four distinct pa were apparent a:v;
repliee. Tho first grcttpj containing 10 ftQA , od
that they had not cone to the Bureau beoaut. y wished to be
counseled; rather they came because they were required to do
so before they could change curricula or t;*ey wore aent by
some authority such as the reinstatement board, or they
aought test eo?>ralsal.
A typical case from this first group is that of en indiv-
idual who was etually pleased with the service he received*
He feels that his contacts were of help but he is unwilling to
admit that he made any changes as a re; ult of his experience.
The evidence for this assumption 1st He would seek counseling
a; ain and would reooraoend the service to others} he felt that
the oouneelor was helpful and congenial . /aid like to have
the same counselor again, it aay b* Inferred that he was in-
terested only in a psycholocical or vocational appraisal, and
doeo not consider hiMlIf "counseled** •
A second £roup conaits of two eases who apparently could
not take the personal responsibility necessary for a success*
ful counseling relationship. The report of one of these stud-
ents was that he was not lUlly satis flea because the counselor
would not take responsibility for hla, "1 wish he had given
as lota of advice. I went for Mm to make decisions for me.
It leaves too imioh for the student to solve". A reinstatement
Ui
referral, he was reinstated and understood for some reeson,
that one of the conditions of hie reinstatement was further
counseling* He was probably resistant and it appears that
the eounselor did not establish too good rapport, for he felt
at times that the counselor didn't know what he was talking
about and that the counselor was bored and worked on what he
thought was important*
A third group resulted in dissatisfaction because of a
poor relationship with the oounselor and an apparent lack of
communication* This group, with $ persons, contained the
most pertinent criticisms of individual counselors, their
personalities, techniques and lack of training. Superficial
analyses were reported most often here, often in connection
with the students opinion that the counselor worked on what
he thought was important. One individual In this group was
evidently counseled by a graduate casistant during the first
yesr of the Sureau»s existence. He felt that the counselor
was interested in helping him but that the counselor worked
on whet the counselor thought was important, and in this way
failed to meet the ne*ds of the olient. The counselor must
accept the diagnosis of the client and work from that* If the
olient thinks something is important. It is.
A fourth category wes that where a test was lost and the
student was required to re-take it. The reoord of the test
was lost and before he could graduate, the Registrar 1 a office
required the test* The student blames the Bureau for the rule
and for losing the record and his opinion of the Bureau is that
It la very haphazardly run.
Mithin tiiis negative group was one student who although
not helped personally* gave one of the strongest recommendation*
of any in the total eroup. in completing the sentence on his
opinion of the Bureau he says, "that it Is a much needed service
••the sooner the better. 1 deeply believe that vocational in-
terest teat should be a requirement for high aohool students as
a person is loath to throw overboard what he has learned in
high school to change to a different aim in college* in my caae f
it was much too late aa 1 waa a last semester senior before 1
took the interest teat. I believe the interest teats gave a
truthful picture of my inherent interesta".
In the poaitive queationnaires there waa a high •graemant
in rating the favorable aapects, or a kind of internal consist-
ency within the questionnaire. Thus, those who came for
peraonal counseling checked emotional adjustment as improved.
If the student believed he had bean helped he indicated a
poaitive feeling toward the Bureau, hia counselor, recommended
counseling for others and would like to have the same aervloe
and oounaelor again if neceasary.
Thia agreement waa not present in moat of the negative
replies, lndividuala who had not bean helped might atlll check
areaa where their adjustment had been improved, and atill be-
lieve in the worth of counaeling and the Bureau.
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Study of Questionnaires as a Total Group
The effect of counseling, as Judged by the first four
questions of group one (enumerated above), appears to have
been greater in the area of personal planning than In personal
behavior. This could be predicted from the larger number who
sought counseling for vocational and educational reasons, than
those who came because of emotional disturbances* The help
given, however, seems to have gone beyond this planning aid,
because a large number (62.36 percent) indicate that they have
been happier and Jot more successful with the heir received;
and only 13*95 percent believe that counseling wes of little
or no benefit. It would seem to be obvious that better adjust-
ment and increased happinness and success would reflect in
behavioral changes; but the afore-mentioned factor of resist-
ance plays an important role in whether or not a student be-
11eves this sort of change has taken plaoe.
The area in which adjustment was improved, beyond clans
and behavior, was greatest In helning students get along bet-
ter with Instructors, in this group, it was significant that
13.81 percent of the students indicated that they improved In
getting along with themselves, although this category, one
indicating the beet possible result of personal counseling, was
not provided, and It was necessary for the students to write it
in the blank.
Again, the areas of help sought—vocational and educa-
tional advisement, provided the largest nunber of stated adjust-
kk
merits. Educational adjustment was gained In 55.80 percent of
the cases; vocational adjustment in ij.6.96 percent. In the
second group of questions, 26,l\l percent indicated their reason
for coming to the Bureau was for help with personal problems*
Social or emotional adjustment was checked by 35«3° percent
of the cases, indicating that personality adjustment was be-
lieved to have taken place in more cases than those originally
seeking, it.-
The establishment of rapport between a counselor and his
client is considered one of the most important, if not the most
important aspects of the counseling process. Numerous studies
of the counseling relationship indicate that in cases where
the client and counselor cannot establish the feeling of mutual
trust and confidence and a feeling of working toward a goal
together, little orogress toward personal growth is made and
usually the client leaves more dissatisfied than when he
arrived.
The ability to establish this type of relationship is the
counselor's best technic in any type of therapy. Even with
the most proficient counselors it is not always possible to
create and maintain an understanding atmosphere. The client
too must be able and ready to receive and use help. Client
cooperation is regarded by Rogers (lb) as a necessary prerequi-
site to a favorable outcome of e counseled case. The student
who sent a letter accompanying his returned questionnaire illust-
rated this,, sayings
h5
I filled out ray questionnaire as honestly—end
truthfully as 1 could.
This is purely ray own answer for 1 know that you
have helped a great many people,
1 am not a crank—but 1 received no help—'because
I had no faith in myself* Thusly 1 had not the guts to
have faith in others.
Since—1 have been married, divorced*- and I am
afraid I am beginning to enjoy feeling sorry for myself.
So, sir, rlease disregard ray questionnaire as a cross
section, these were purely my own answers.
Because the student-counselor relationship is so important,
more questions were directed at an evaluation of this aspect
of the Counseling Bureau service than at any other area. The
responses from both positive and negative groups indicate that
during the period studied, the Bureau counselors did an excell-
ent job in establishing this desirable relationship. Of the
total group 88,57 percent found the counselor genuinely interest-
ed in helping them, 71*26 percent felt that the counselor^
attitude was accepting, 80,90 percent found the counselor easy
to talk to and 86,78 percent felt that the counselor could be
trusted with any confidence revealed.
The check-list questions X*urther substansiated these find*-
lngs. In answering this question, 5U • 70 percent said that the
counselor really helped them to get to the root of their problems,
while only I4.36 percent believed a superficial analysis was
racde. In spite of the heavy schedules of counseling, teaching
and research carried by members of the counseling staff, only
3*31 percent felt their c unselor was bored and only !.|,l|2 were
given the impression that the oounselor was too busy.
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That a permissive and non-authoritarian atmosphere wa»
established, was indicated by tha 62.93 percent who were al-
lowed to "tell their story", wharaaa only 5.52 percent felt
the counselors acted as parents or teachers and 3*29 percent
felt the counselors acted ae Judges. Ho one indicated that tha
counselor made decisions for him, but lj6.ul percent were helped
in asking their own decisions*
The most frequently stated reason for coming to the
Bureau was the existence of personal problems which were re-
ported by 25.U1 percent of the students. The desire for edu-
cational guidance was second with a total of 19. 3*1 percent
vocational guidance third with 17*13 percent.
Two sentence completion questions were used to study
student opinion of the Bureau. The first one sought the opinion
of the general student body. This was considered an important
area for study because a service such as this, where attend-
ance is voluntary, lives or dies on its reputation. Student
opinion of a service can far outweight a more tangible or
objective measure in its effect upon the use to which the eerv-
ioe is put. In answering this question, many students (19.Q9
percent) felt that they could not answer for all, or that they
didn»t know; 23.76 percent thought the general opinion was good.
This was answered by 9«39 percent saying that the general
student opinion "is good if they know a out it, but most don»t
know, don«t realise it can help them until they go".
Tha opinion of those who had used Bureau services was high-
ly favorable; only 7*73 percent of the returns were frankly un-
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favorably Good or excellent opinion* were reported by 28.58
percent, 18.23 percent believed It a helpful aervico, 11.60
percent reflected the feeling that "Ita good if you know a^out
it" mentioned above | 12.1? percent recognized it aa a part of
a college education. Others {8.8I4. percent) esmhaaiaed that they
believed the service was good, but that physical oonditiona
were very poor and that there was a need for expansion.
On the question of the worth of counseling, the highest
percentages of favorable replies were received, in answer to
the statement, "If I had it to do over again, 1 would seek
counseling aa I did when I originally went to the Bureau",
88.27 percent of the replies were "yea", 3.91 percent "no".
There are 58.01 percent who would like to uae the earns aervioes
again if neoeaeary and if possible. An even high degree of
belief in the benefits available from oounaeling waa express-
ed in answer to the statement "1 would recooiaent counseling
to others", with a total of 166 or 92. 7U peroent replying
"yes".
The Sample Studied
The two groups studied here, consisting of students who
had left school and thoe* who were still in school at the time
of the atudy, were analysed to determine their similarity.
The significant differences as ahown in some questions are
treated in the section which followa.
uz
Differences Between the Two Groups
In the various questions Asked, it was found that the
greatest difference between the students now in school and
those who have left school, was in the first question where
7«1U percent snore of the students in the out of school group
believed counseling had effected changes in personal behavior*
This wss significant at the .05 level of confidence. Other
answers where differences were significant below the 5 percent
level of confidence were the following!
The in*school group gave significantly more replies to
indicate that they had improved their relatlonahips with in-
structors and with themselves* This corresponds well with
the other findings in that the largest percentage of reasons
for coming to the Bureau, for this group, was to seek educat-
ional guidance*
The out-of-school group, having had an opportunity to
test their adjustment, gave a significantly higher number of
responses that their vocstlonal adjustment was improved*
la the out-of-school group 91*07 percent, as compared to
69*56 percent of the in-school group, found the oounselor in-
terested in helping them. This is significant at the .1
level of confidence* Since the groups are different it is
difficult to draw any final conclusion from this. It may be
due to the difference in the groups, to a halo effect operat-
ing with the longer period of time, or the result of a changed
counseling staff* The category "The counselor helped me
us
make my own decisions" was hi her for the out-of-school group
and presents this same problem. Similarly, the in-school
group had a larger number who "would prefer a different counsel-
or".
Trends in referral sources were noticeable In that more
in-school students were referred by faculty advisors or learn-
ed of the counseling service through orientation week inform-
ation. Both the faculty advising system and orientation week
have been greatly expanded in scope during the last three
years. These findings reflect favorable growth in source of
referral, compared to the Veterans Administration referrals
which were often compulsory.
With the exception of these items, there was a high degree
of agreement between the two groups. This was especially
noticeable in the sentence completion questions. If passage
of time has a real effect upon evaluation or if the Kansas
State Counseling Bureau has changed greatly during this per-
iod, It is not demonstrated in this study.
Implications of this Study for the
Kansas State Counseling Bureau
Information gained from this study may be profitably used
to Improve the present counseling service. While the greatest
number of responses were favorable, pertinent criticisms were
given, which may profitably be studied.
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Suggestions for improvement were many and diverse* The
largest group felt that la view of their experiences, they would
have the Bureau scope inoreased—available to all, more counsel*
ors, more services, etc. Many felt that counseling should be
compulsory, especially for Freshmen, so that full benefits
could be gotten from a college career* The nature of the
counseling relationship rejects compulsory interviews. However,
most students who recommended this, wanted other students to
have the benefits of test Information and guidance from a train-
ed source, earlier in their school career. The present faculty
advisor system is designed to meet this need for general
guidance, with acvisors trained in teat interpretation, know-
ledge of curricula end ability to refer students who need more
specialised help*
The results of the study contraindicate compulsory inter-
views with counselors. In the pas;., the Counseling Bureau has
sent letters to students in academic difficulty, or with ex-
cessive absences, suggesting that they seek help* Other
students who had become disciplinary problems were sent to the
Bureau to be counseled. The feeling of the counseling staff
has been that very little was accomplished in interviews with
the few students who came to the Bureau under these circum-
stances* This feeling is reflected in those questionnaires
where the student cane in "because 1 had to" and expressed
mostly negative feelings in his replies.
Speoiflo criticisms of the counselors show that although
most students were well satisfied in this area, some wore not*
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Thia dissatisfied group la inportant, though small* Th© comm-
onest criticisms vera that tho oonsclor did not demonstrate
enough personal interest and that the counselor was passive
This would indicate misuse, or more probably, poor ability in
the use of the "non-direoti m* taehnio of counseling, it
shows thft the counselor must always be aware of the naeda of
the student for si -ns of personal interest , understanding and
warmth, no matter what the problem, or what the aohool of
therapy
There were many re -omnsendations for positive publicity
from thoae who believe the Bureau to have been ehlpful. These
students believe that the services which the Bureau offers
are unimown to many whose only contact may be from orientation
weak testing*
Coaplainta about th© privacy and physical oonditiona were
made bj those who were disturbed at being counseled in sur-
roundin s "like the office of a werehouee* and in the noisy,
not private cubicles,
SUMMARY ABP CGBCLU310BS
|« An evaluation study of the Counseling Bureau at Kansas
State Colle/e was conducted by means of a questionnaire sent
to students who had used the Bureau during a five year period.
Two eubgroups were atudied, an in school and an out of aohool
group. The difference between the two groupa was significant
at the .1 percent level of confidence, indicating that the
$2
two groups have arisen from different populations,
2« The majority of students believed that counseling
had helped them to be happier end/or more successful (62.86
percent). Only 13#95 percent believed counseling was of
little or no benefit to them* A total of 5U*70 percent
•aid that counseling had helped them to make important
changes in their personal plans* it may be concluded that
a large majority of the students were satisfied with their
counseling experience.
3. Student satisfaction was high In areas testing
the establishment of a good student-counselor relationship.
I large majority found their counselors to be understanding,
aoceptlng and interested in helping them*
lu Educational, vocational and emotional adjustment
were noted as improved by a significant number of replies*
5* Areas of dissatisfaction, although few in number,
were important in showing where this service had failed to
meet student needs. The principal criticism here was that
understanding and communication between student and counsel-
or was poor. Cases with many negative replies were analyzed
and showed that in addition to cases of poor communication,
sons counseling failed because the students wished the
counselor to be supportive and did not oare to take
responsibility for counseling.
6, The generalised student opinion of the Counseling
Bureau was that it was a good and useful service especially
to those who knew about it.
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7. Both group* of atudenta had & highly favorable opln-
ion of the worth of counseling for themselves and othera,
92«7U percent would reeoasmend oouno line to othere •
d» There were many reooaaendationa given for an improved
services* those suggested raost often were that the Bureau
increase its scope of cervices and personnel, and that more
publicity be given.
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APPENDIX
PLEASE AN5TER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY ENCIRCLING Y FOR YES, N FOR NO. IF
YOU FEEL UNDECIDED OR UNSURE, ENCIRCLE THE QUESTION MARK.
Y N ? 1. ^ith the help of counseling I made important changes in my personal be-
havior.
Y H 1 2. Tith the heln of counseling I made important changes in my personal plans.
Y N ? 3. I believe that counseling has helped me to be happier and/or more success-
ful than I would have been without it.
Y H ? h* Counseling was of little or no benefit to me.
Y N ? 5. The counselor was genuinely interested in helping me.
Y N ? 6. The counselor had an accenting attitude toward anything I told him.
Y N ? 7. After we got started I found that the counselor was easy to talk to.
Y N ? 8. I felt that the counselor eould be trusted with any confidence that I
revealed.
Y H ? 9. I had sufficient privacy and quiet during the interviews.
Y N ? 10. If I had it to do over again, I would seek counseling as I did when I
originally Trent to the bureau.
Y N ? 11. I would recommend counseling to others.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES WITH THE FIRST WORDS THAT COME TO YOUR MIND.
1. I came to the Counseling Bureau because
2. (Answer this if not now enrolled) Since leaving KSC I have
3. The general opinion of students toward the Counseling Bureau is
U* **y opinion of the counseling service and the Counseling Bureau at KSC is
5. I would suggest the following as improvements in the counseling service
TO ANffTER THE FOLLOWING TTEffS, PLACE A GHE
DESCRIBES YOUR EXPERIENCE DURING THE COUNS
STATE^TTS SEEK TO FIT, TRITE HOT YOU FELT
MENT.
1. Counseling heloed me to get along
better with
Friends
Family
Instructors
Employers
CK :
ELI
IN
6.
7,
8.
tIARK 1
HO INI
THE S
I hes
from
IEFORE THE STATE! 31IT THICH BEST
•ERVIETS. IF NONE OF THESE
IPACE PROVIDFD BELCH EACH STATE-
ird about the Counseling Bureau
Friends
Faculty advisor
Instructor
House mother, house adviser
Orientation week
V. A.
1 additional help from the Bureau
Study skills
Reading
Planning ny vocation
Educational plans
Changing curricula
Relations with faculty
Finding a job
ever wanted to have additional
leling services, I would
Like to use this same service,
if possible
Prefer a different kind of
service
Like to have the same counselor
Like to have a different
counselor
2. Counseling helped me to make a
better adjustment
Socially
Vocationally
Enotionally
""Educationally
I had
in
3. The covuiselor was
Interested in helping me
""Fully understanding of my
problems
Bored
Just listened, didn't talk
much
Too busy
If I
COUIM
U. In the counseling interviews, the
counselor
Really helped me get to the
root of my problems
!'ade only a sunerficial analysis
Made a temporary solution which
didn't have much effect
"forked on vfoat he though was im-
portant, but didn't helo me.
3>. The counselor
Let me tell my story
Gave me a lot of advice
Acted like a parent oje'teacher
Hade decisions for-me
Helped me make ray own decisions
Acted as a judge of my actions
PLEASE ANr!'ER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY ENCIRCLING Y FOR YES, N FOR NO. IF
YOU FEEL UNDECIDED OR UNSURE, ENCIRCLE THE QUESTION MARK.
Y N ? 1. ^ith the help of counseling I made important changes in my personal be-
havior.
Y M ? 2. *7ith the helo of counseling I made important changes in my personal plans.
Y N ? 3. I believe that counseling has helped me to be happier and/or more success-
ful than I would have been without it.
IS f k» Counseling was of little or no benefit to me.
Y N ? 5* The counselor was genuinely interested in helping me.
Y N ? 6. The counselor had an accenting attitude toward anything I told him.
Y N ? 7. After we got started I found that the counselor was easy to talk to.
Y N ? 8. I felt that the counselor eould be trusted with any confidence that I
revealed.
Y N ? 9. I had sufficient privacy and quiet during the interviews.
Y N ? 10, If I had it to do over again, I -would seek counseling as I did when I
originally went to the bureau.
Y N ? 11* I would recommend counseling to others.
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES WITH THE FIRST WORDS THAT COME TO YOUR MIND.
1. I came to the Counseling Bureau because
2* (Answer this if not now enrolled) Since leaving KSC I have
3. The general oninion of students toward the Counseling Bureau is
k» TY opinion of the counseling service and the Counseling Bureau at KSC is
5. I would suggest the following as improvements in the counseling service
TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING UTS, PUCK A GIT
DESCRIBES YOUR EXPERIENCE DURING THE COUNS
STATE^JTS SEEK TO FIT, ^RITE HO1? YOU FEU
MENT.
1. Counseling heloed rae to get along
better with
Friends
Family
Instructors
Employers
ck :
ELI
IN
6.
7,
8.
EIARK !
bo mi
THE S
I he«
from
IEFORF THE STATE! 22IT THICH BEST
•ERVIET5. IF NONE OF THESE
iPACE PROVIDED BELCP7 EACH STATE-
ird about the Counseling Bureau
Friends
Faculty advisor
Instructor
House mother, house adviser
Orientation week
V. A.
1 additional help from the Bureau
Study skills
Reading
Planning my vocation
Educational plans
Changing curricula
Relations with faculty
Finding a job
ever wanted to have additional
teling services, I would
Like to use this same service,
if possible
Prefer a different kind of
service
Like to have the same counselor
Like to have a different
counselor
2. Counseling helped me to make a
better adjustment
Socially
Vocationally
Emotionally
I had
in
""Educationally
3. The counselor was
Interested in helping me
Fully understanding of my
problems
Bored
Just listened, didn't talk If I
coummuch
Too busy
k* In the counseling interviews, the
counselor
Really helped me get to the
root of my problems
I'ade only a superficial arialysis
Made a temporary solution which
didn't have much effect
'"forked on v,hat he , though was im-
•
portant, but didn't heln me.
5, The counselor
Let me tell my story .«
Gave me a lot of advice
Acted like a parent oy' teacher
Hade decisions for-me
Helped me make my own decisions
Acted as a judge of my actions
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Dear Kansas Stater:
Kansas State College ' s Counseling Bureau has now been in operation for
five years. It therefore seems to be an appropriate time to make a
serious evaluation of our services and make some new plans for improving
them*
Since only the students for whom the service is provided can really
evaluate it, we are asking you to help us with this important job of
evaluation. Our records show that at some time you have made use of
some of our services, and we would like for you to base your evaluation
on these experiences.
Filling out the enclosed blank should not take more than fifteen minutes
of your time. Just check or fill in the blanks as directed and mail it
right back in the enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope. You need
not even write your name on it unless you want to, and there is no identi-
fication -whatsoever on the blank.
Don't delay. This is very important to us and can be very useful in
helping us to improve our services for future students.
Paul Torrance
Director
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by
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AN ABSTRACT OF A THESIS
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to report the results ob-
tained from a student evaluation of the counseling services
offered at the Kansas State Counseling Bureau. At the time
of the study the Bureau had been functioning as a college ser-
vice for a period of five years; this study sought the opin-
ions and evaluation of those students who had used the service
three or more times during this oeriod.
PLAN OF THE STUDY
The single criterion used in the evaluation was the
student's expression of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
the help he had received and what effects this had on him.
Objectives of the study were:
1. To obtain individual student opinion of how adequately
the Bureau had served them.
2. To determine how well satisfied the students were with
the counseling they had received.
• 3. To determine areas in which the student believed he
had been helped.
4. To determine areas in which the student felt is-
satisfled with the counseling procedures of this Bureau.
5. To determine how well the counseling relationship was
established.
6. To determine t.ie source fron which the student had
learned of the Counseling Bureau and why he had sought help
from this service.
7, To determine stu.ant opinion of the effect which counsel*
ing had on the individual student's personal behavior and plans,
success and happiness*
8, To obtain nu ;c tions for improvement of the counseling
service.
9, To obtain a /onorallzed picture of student opinion of
the counseling service.
Questionnaires designed to test these objectives were sent
to all those students who had three or more interviews with a
counselor during the five year period. The selection of this
sample was basid on the fact that In addition to the practical
impossibility of using a 100 percent sample, it was felt that
counseling usually requires more time than is possible in a
one or two contact case.
FINDINGS
The findings of the study were based on 101 returned ques-
tionnaires, 69 of which were from students in school at the
time of the study, 112 from students no lonrer in school. The
total sample was 42.39 percent of all questionnaires sent out;
the in school group was a 57.50 percent sample, the out of
school group a 36.48 percent sample.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The difference between the in school and out of school
groups was found to be significant at the .1 percent level of
confidence, indicating that the two groups have arisen from
different populations.
2. The majority of students believed that counseling had
helped thorn to be happier and/or more successful (62.06 percent).
Only 13.95 percent believed counseling was of little or no
benefit to them. A total of 54.70 percent said that counseling
had helped them to make Important changes in their personal
plans. It may be concluded that a large majority of the stu-
dents were satisfied with their counseling experience.
3. Student satisfaction was high in areas testing the es-
tablishment of a good student-counselor relationship. A large
majority found their counselors to be understanding, accepting
and interested in helping them.
4. An improvement in educational, vocational and emotion-
al adjustment was indicated by a large number of replies.
5. Areas of dissatisfaction, although few in number, were
important in showing where this service had failed to meet
student needs. The principal criticism here was that under-
standing and communication between student and counselor was
poor. Cases with many negative roplies were analyzed and
showed that In addition to cases of poor communication, some
counseling failed because the students wished the counselor
to be supportive and did not care to take responsibility for
counseling.
6. The generalised student opinion of the Counseling
Bureau was that it was a -ood an useful service especially
to those who knew about it.
7. Both groups of students had a highly favorable opinion
of the worth of counseling for themselves ana others. Of the
total group, 92.47 percent would recommen i counseling to others.
8. There were many recommendations given for an improved
service. Those suggested most often were that the Buroau in-
crease its 3cope of services and personnel, and that more pub-
licity be given.
